Customer References

Daniel Batterton, CPA, Vice President SPI Distribution (45 Stores)
“If you want to survive in the Automotive Aftermarket business, you must keep a firm eye on
your company’s GP %’s, particularly such areas as Product Lines, Customers, Stores, Salesman,
Writers, Return Types, Return Ratio’s, etc. AutoCube allows us to do just that.
Even though we have the ability to access the same data from our Ultimate system, it gives us limited
views of our data. With AutoCube, accessibility to our sales data is instant, and it allows us to view our
data from many perspectives. The timeliness is crucial for us to identify and correct problem areas
before they can cause damage to our GP. It keeps us On Target.
We are a 2 year user of AutoCube. The increasing usage by a number of employees has allowed
us to continually gain efficiency and savings within our MIS, Finance, and Sales departments.
AutoCube is a MUST HAVE tool for SPI Distribution, We live by it daily! “”

Ron Brody, Owner

Associated AutoParts (8 Stores)

“We have been using AutoCube for 6 months, and it has assisted us in raising our
GP%’s. This product pays for itself constantly. The more you use it the more you’ll make!
The AutoCube product gives me much more control to effectively evaluate our products and
customer sales. It gives me views of our data that we couldn’t get using our Ultimate system.
While viewing our information, it allows me to follow my thought process in a single screen,
without having to print many reports to get the answers I need.
I don’t have time to wait hours, days, or weeks for follow up reports. AutoCube gets me what I
need, when I need it. If you’re using an Ultimate system, you gotta have this product!”
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Bill Tabbert, MIS Manager

CRW Parts (12 Stores)

“Due to the rapid changes in our business market, the adhoc reporting requests by Salesmen and
Sales Managers have increased dramatically. A lot of times due to higher system priorities, these
requests don’t get done as quickly as they would like.
The ease of use, the speed, and the openness of AutoCube allows us to get these requests done
quickly. The salesmen now have the ability to produce their own reports and inquiries whenever they
need it. This especially comes in handy when they are going to visit one of their customers, as it gives
them the information to help increase and maintain customer profitability.
AutoCube saves me at least (20) twenty hours a month from printing sales request reports, not to
mention the reams of paper and the drain on the processor during the day.
We love it, and our sales department loves it”
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